Sequence divergence, mediated by the anti-recombinogenic activity of mismatch repair (MMR), forms a potent 12 barrier to meiotic recombination and in turn the formation of viable gametes 1-5 . However, exactly how MMR 13 jeopardizes meiotic success is unclear. Here we utilize a combination of S. cerevisiae genetics, genome-wide 14 mapping of recombination and computational modelling to demonstrate that MMR unexpectedly influences the 15 global distribution of recombination through preferential suppression of interfering crossovers (COs) at regions of 16 greater sequence divergence. As a result, inactivation of MMR not only increases the rate of recombination, as 17 previously observed, but also, paradoxically, the strength of CO interference. Our observations reveal a new 18 mechanism by which MMR spatially sculpts the meiotic landscape-linking CO control to the mechanisms that 19 can reproductively isolate a population, and highlighting how genomes may become meiotically incompatible at 20 the molecular level, dependent upon interactions of the primary DNA sequence. 21 22 the majority of COs formed (~70-85% within S. cerevisiae), are dispersed evenly along each chromosome by 31 means of CO interference-a process that suppresses the formation of COs in proximity to one another. A 32 subpopulation of recombination events alternatively resolve as non-interfering class II COs dependent upon 33 Mus81-Mms4, Yen1 or Slx1-Slx4. Homologous recombination, the process responsible for CO formation, 34 requires a repair template with near-perfect homology 8 . By contrast, recombination between polymorphic, 35 homoeologous substrates is markedly inefficient, leading to reduced rates of meiotic CO formation, reduced spore 36 viability and increased chromosomal non-disjunction during meiosis I within hybrid strains of S. cerevisiae-37 phenotypes linked to incipient speciation and which are largely reversed within MMR-deficient strains 1-4 . Despite 38 characterization of this anti-recombinogenic activity, a detailed analysis of how MMR alters meiotic recombination 39 on a genome-wide level has not yet been achieved. 40 41 In order to investigate the impact sequence divergence has upon CO formation, we mapped recombination ( Fig.   42 1a, Methods) within six wild type and 13 MMR-defective msh2Δ meioses-obtained from a cross of two widely 43 utilized laboratory isolates: S288c and SK1 3,9 (~65,000 SNPs, ~4,000 high confidence INDELs, ~0.57% 44 divergence). Additionally, we re-analyzed datasets comprising 51 wild type 10,11 and four msh2Δ tetrads 12 from a 45 S96 x YJM789 cross of S. cerevisiae (~0.6% divergence). On average, we identified 74.3 ±5.4 and 105.9 ±7.8 46 COs per meiosis within our SK1 x S288c wild type and msh2Δ samples respectively, corresponding to a significant 47 50 YJM789 than S288c x SK1 (91.4 vs. 74.3 COs per wild type meiosis)-suggesting that cross-specific differences 51 may exist. 52 53 To investigate any possible effect of Msh2 on CO patterning, we calculated the distribution of inter-crossover 54 distances (ICDs)-the separation (in bp) between successive COs along every chromosome. To accommodate 55 comparisons between different sample sizes, ICDs are transformed (Methods and Supplementary Fig. 1) and 56 visualized in rank order as empirical cumulative distribution functions (eCDFs). CO interference-observed as a 57 statistically significant (p<0.01; Two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test) right-ward skew away from conditions 58
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Meiosis, a specialized two step nuclear division, is responsible for the generation of genetically diverse, haploid 24 gametes. An integral feature of the meiotic program is the initiation of homologous recombination and the 25 subsequent formation of reciprocal, interhomologue exchanges known as crossovers (COs) that are essential for 26 faithful disjunction of meiotic chromosomes during anaphase I (reviewed in 6,7 ). Failure to form at least one CO per 27 homologue pair risks the formation of aneuploid gametes and thus the process of CO formation is highly regulated. 28 Within many organisms, including S. cerevisiae, M. musculus, H. sapiens and A. thaliana, two subclasses of CO 29 co-exist. Interfering ZMM (Zip2-Zip3-Zip4-Spo16, Msh4-Msh5, Mer3)-dependent class I COs, which account for 1.4-fold increase in CO frequency (p<0.01; Two-sample T-test) ( Fig. 1b) . A significant msh2Δ-dependent increase 48 (~1.25-fold, p<0.01; Two-sample T-test) is also observed within S96 x YJM789 (Fig. 1b )-collectively reaffirming 49 the known anti-recombinogenic activity of Msh2 1-5 . Notably, CO frequencies are considerably higher within S96 x Inhibition of homoeologous recombination, by means of heteroduplex rejection, relies upon Msh2 and the RecQ-142 family helicase, Sgs1 5, 25, 26 . An sgs1Δ mutant may therefore be expected to phenocopy msh2Δ if suppression of 143 class I COs occurs via this mechanism. However, the strength of CO interference is reduced in sgs1Δ relative to 144 wild type ( Supplementary Fig. 3c ) and the increase in CO interference, observed upon the inactivation of Msh2, 145 requires Sgs1 ( Supplementary Fig. 3d )-suggesting that Msh2 and Sgs1 are not epistatic, but rather antagonistic 146 in the formation of class I COs. Thus, unexpectedly, Msh2 appears to mediate suppression of class I COs in a 147 pathway different to that of Sgs1-mediated heteroduplex rejection, instead relying upon the downstream 148 properties or factors of MMR, including Pms1 ( Supplementary Fig. 3a) , to achieve its effect. 149 Exactly how MMR-specificity for class I COs arises remains unclear. In vitro data suggests that Mlh1-Mlh3-151 essential class I CO factors-facilitate binding of Msh2 to heteroduplex DNA arising at sites where mismatches 152 exist between parental strains and are in turn stimulated by Msh2 27 . The distinct genetics of each CO subclass 153 may therefore be responsible for their differential sensitivity to sequence mismatch, through preferential 154 recruitment or activation of Msh2 and other MMR components at class I sites. Interestingly, large-scale regions of 155 heterozygosity promote CO formation within A. thaliana 28 -proposed to arise from either increased recombination 156 due to mismatch-dependent delay in CO maturation, or increased sensitivity of mismatched events to crossover 157 designation 28 . Given the evolutionary conservation of MMR and class I CO formation 6, 29 , our results in S. cerevisiae 158 may distinguish between these mechanisms, suggesting the former is more likely. 159 160 Understanding the molecular mechanisms that contribute to speciation is fundamental to our understanding of 161 biological diversity and evolution. As class I CO formation is specifically required for correct meiosis I disjunction 6 , 162 our observations provide a mechanistic insight into how hybrid sterility may arise. Specifically, the activity of Msh2 163 has the potential to jeopardize chromosome segregation, risking the formation of aneuploid gametes and 164 rendering hybrids derived from distantly related individuals sub-or infertile-contributing to the sexual isolation of 165 a population. MMR may therefore not only influence the rates of evolution, favoring more gradual changes to the 166 gene pool by limiting the amount of genetic exchange that may occur between divergent homologues, but also 167 serve to promote speciation over evolutionary time. meiotic sterility in an interspecific yeast hybrid. EMBO J. 15, 1726-33 (1996) . 215 
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Xu, L., Ajimura, M., Padmore, R., Klein, C. & Kleckner, N. NDT80, a meiosis-specific gene required for exit from pachytene in Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Mol. Cell. Biol. 15, 6572-81 (1995 85-98 (2008) . variation, is used to process the sorted BAM file for each sequenced spore, producing a list of the number of towards the reference, which means that they are unlikely to be erroneously called as matching the variant 433 genotype. For an indel to be called as the reference genotype, >=95% of the reads must match the reference 434 sequence and there must be fewer than 2 reads matching the variant call. Any variants that fall below these 435 thresholds are discarded. Genotype calls are converted into a binary signal, either 1 for S288c or 0 for SK1.
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Event Calling
438
Using the binarised input, chromosomes are split into segments with the same segregation pattern using scripts 439 available in 3,9 . Segment types (i.e. 1:7, 2:6, 2:6, 3:5, 4:4, 4:4*, 5:3, 6:2, 6:2* or 7:1 as described in 9 are also 440 recorded. Recombination events are subsequently called as being a set of segments located between two 4:4 441 segments longer than 1.5 kb 9 . A 4:4 segment corresponds to a Mendelian segregation profile, 5:3 and 3:5 442 segments to half-conversion tracts and 6:2 and 2:6 segments to full conversion tracts. Fig. 4a ). In brief, 453 virtual chromosomes are constructed as binned, numerical arrays at a 100 bp resolution adjusted to reflect the 454 limit of experimental detection governed by the leftmost and rightmost genetic markers (SNPs/indels). Any given 455 100 bp bin possesses a numerical recombination potential (recom(P)), which governs the ability of an interfering 456 CO to successfully form at that site. Class I COs impose a zone of "interference", by altering recom(P) values in 457 adjacent bins in a distance-dependent manner-a similar principle to the beam-film model of CO interference 38 . 458 The exact shape and width of interference imposed is determined by the best fit (γ) parameters (α,β) for the 459 genotype currently being simulated-and applied as a hazard function (EQN 1.1):
A hazard function describes the probability that, given a pre-existing CO at position x(0), another CO will form at 462 any given distance (x) away 15 -and thus is a natural representation of interference. A fractional amount of class II 463 COs that remain insensitive to recom(P) are introduced via the CPROB parameter where necessary. All simulations 464 (N = 10,000 cells) precisely match the experimentally observed event count for any given genotype or cell. Virtual 465 event merging, at the 1.5 kb threshold, is included in order to closely match the in vivo data. 
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EM is a commonly applied method for iterative clustering and parameter estimation in mixed models 39 . Briefly, any 475 given ICD is assigned a probability reflective of how likely it is to belong to one of the two sub-distributions. 476 Subsequently, sub-distributions are iteratively shifted and data point identity is reassigned until a maximum 477 likelihood (ML) solution is converged upon. One (γ) distribution is expected to yield a final (γ)(α) value of ~1.0 (class 478 II, random), while the other is expected to produce a (γ)(α) value of >1.5 (class I, non-random), with their relative 479 contributions to the overall mixture (i.e. the class I:class II ratio) is dependent upon genotype. In order to validate this approach, simulated ICD datasets of two component mixtures with known parameters, at variable sample 481 sizes (S), were generated using RecombineSim and deconvoluted ( Supplementary Fig. 4b ). As a measure of 482 accuracy, the average % difference (N(%Δ)) between estimated and actual parameters was calculated. Accuracy 483 is dependent upon sample size (S) and to a lesser extent on the relative proportions of each subpopulation-and 484 thus how likely a subpopulation is to be readily observed within the mixed population. For example, (γ) mixtures 485 containing 10 or 25% class II COs exhibit average errors of 10.0% and 9.1% at (S) = 500 and 4.53% and 3.73% 486 at (S) = 2000 respectively ( Supplementary Fig. 4c ). Experimental datasets range from (S) values of 354 to 3365, 487 therefore reasonable error rates of ~<10% were expected. The ability to mathematically separate CO subclasses 488 may be of great use to assess, in more detail, the mixed composition of meiotic CO formation present in both 489 published and future datasets of this type-enabling further identification of those components that directly 490 influence the CO interference mechanism. Supplementary Fig. 1a ). Notably, higher values of (N) cause a leftward 498 skew. The relationship between (N) and ICD size for a given lim is, however, linear 40 . Consequently, in order to 499 isolate the distributional identity of any given sample (i.e. isolate γ(α) from γ(β)), ICD data can be transformed by 500 calculating the product of ICD size (ICD x event count). Data transformation results in perfectly aligned CDFs 501 despite varying (N), validating this approach ( Supplementary Fig. 1b ). Fig. 2a ) and (γ)-mixture modelling results (Fig. 2d ) suggest that class I CO 574 fraction is higher in S96 x YJM789 (75% vs. 67%). Molecular incompatibilities between certain alleles of the CO 575 formation or CO interference machinery may account for these cross-specific differences. To investigate this 576 hypothesis further, we analysed the frequency and distribution of COs within a mlh3Δ S288c x YJM789 577 background containing a functional copy of the SK1 MLH3 allele (SK1-MLH3) 45 . Surprisingly, introduction of the 578 SK1 MLH3 allele is sufficient to reduce the global strength of CO interference and produce a CO distribution 579 identical to that of S288c x SK1 wild type (p = 0.91; Two-sample KS Test) ( Supplementary Fig. 2b ). SK1-MLH3 580 also results in a modest but significant (p < 0.01; Two-sample T-test) reduction in CO frequency (97.2 vs. 90.9 581 COs per meiosis) ( Supplementary Fig. 2c ). Collectively, these results suggest that, in some manner, the SK1 582 MLH3 allele is deficient in the generation of CO interference and/or CO-formation-however, the reduction in CO 583 frequency observed within S288c x SK1 cannot be fully ascribed to SK1 MLH3 alone. In the context of this study, 584 such a defect improves the visibility of the msh2Δ phenotype in S288c x SK1 ( Fig. 1c-d) . polymorphisms sculpt the meiotic landscape, we repeated the analysis shown in (Fig. 4b-c ) using expanded 595 ±1000bp and ±2000bp windows ( Supplementary Fig. 5a-b The total number of experimental ICDs is indicated in brackets. ICDs are transformed as per the protocol 657 described to correct for skews generated by differing CO frequencies (Methods). Randomized datasets were 658 generated via simulation to represent a state of no interference (Methods). Pairwise goodness-of-fit tests were performed between genotypes as indicated (triangular legend transformed as per the protocol described to correct for skews generated by differing CO frequencies (Methods). Untransformed ICD plots are available in ( Supplementary Fig. 1c-h) . Randomized datasets were generated via simulation to represent a state of no interference (Methods). Pairwise goodness-of-fit tests were performed between genotypes as indicated (triangular legend). P values: Supplementary Fig. 2 | Cross-specific differences-the SK1-MLH3 allele has reduced capacity to mediate CO interference a-b, Empirical cumulative distribution functions (eCDFs) showing the fraction of ICDs at or below a given size. The total number of experimental ICDs is indicated in brackets. ICDs are transformed as per the protocol described to correct for skews generated by differing CO frequencies (Methods). Randomized datasets were generated via simulation to represent a state of no interference (Methods). Pairwise goodness-of-fit tests were performed between genotypes as indicated (triangular legend 
